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Notation

A = active area of quartz crystal

C = conductance .

dj = physical thickness of jth layer

th
, D. = optical thickness of j layer

S= phase thickness

dS2 = substrate surface area

E = electric field

f = frequency

r[ = magnetic field

L = mean free path

m= mass emitted by source
m mass received by substrate

-th. N. = index of refraction of j layer

p = pressure

- Q = gas flow rate, throughput I.-

R = reflectance

= density

Sp = pump speed

S. = solid angle

t = thickness

T = transmittance

V = volume

- = wavelength

Y = optical admittance
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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis project was to modify an ex-

isting vacuum system into a thin film coating plant which

would also employ film thickness monitoring that could be

carried out during film deposition for proper control and

termination of the process. The thickness monitoring pro-

cesses employed were the optical method of turning value

monitoring, and quartz crystal oscillator frequency monitor-

ing. The results indicated that these two methods responded

in the expected manner when a film of TiO 2 was deposited,

however, the actual values for the oscillator frequency

change and the transmittance at the turning point were not

those expected. These errors could be due to a different

crystal cut other than AT, or a change in the material index

of refraction or chemical composition upon evaporation and

subsequent condensation at the substrate. It was recommended,

based on the work done during the project, that various equip-

ment upgrades be made and further test deposition runs be

accomplished in order to correlate the output of the two mon-

itoring systems.

viii
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I Introduction ,

Instruments and equipment using optical components such

as lenses and mirrors are finding increased application in

areas such as laser technology, optical communications, and

surveillance, to name a few. Specific performance demands on

the characteristics of various optical systems will create

further demands on their basic optical components. Lasers,

for example, usually operating at a single wavelength or in

a very narrow bandwidth, have a cavity that requires optical

components that will keep enough of the radiation inside the

cavity in support of the lasing process, yet allow transmis-

sion of a portion of the radiation in the form of the laser

beam. For instruments such as surveillance equipment that

may be used at night or in low-light-level conditions, the

optical components that make up the system must be able to

pass on to the receiver or observer as much of the available

light collected from the source as is possible. This can be

done, for example, by lowering the reflectance of the lenses

so that the maximum amount of light will be transmitted.

The reflectance of a substance depends on the index of

refraction, a property of the material. For glass, the re-

flectance is about 4% at each surface, but this can be

changed by the application of a thin film optical coating

onto the glass surface. Deposition of thin film coatings on

glass and other materials can produce the performance char-

acteristics required in advanced optical systems. Coatings

can be made that are nearly totally reflecting, antireflecting,

2 -. -- > - - . .-. ',



or somewhere in between.
Advances in optical technology and the interest in in-

vestigating optical techniques in the laboratory provide good

reason for the benefits of having the capability to produce

optically coated elements for testing in the AFIT labs or for

use in student research projects. Development of a thin film

coating plant can provide this capability.

The object of this thesis project has been the modifica-

tion and return to operation of the vacuum coating chamber in

the AFIT Physics Department Lab and investigation of film

thickness monitors to be used during the film deposition pro-

cess. Film thickness monitors can measure either optical

thickness (film thickness as seen by the incoming radiation)

or physical thickness (actual geometrical thickness) and thus

allow for control of the deposition of the film. Termination

of film deposition can be made when the desired optical char-

acteristics are obtained. These monitoring systems will then

be employed in the operation of the coating plant.

Following this introduction, Chapter II describes the

vapor deposition process while the vacuum system in which

this occurs is discussed in Chapter III. Chapters IV and V

present the theory and operation of the optical monitoring

system and the quartz crystal monitoring system, respective-

ly. The arrangement employing these systems in the coating

plant are described in Chapter VI, test results are provided

in Chapter VII, and conclusions and subsequent recommenda-

tions are given in Chapter VIII.

2 .F\
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II Vapor Deposition 02V

A. Vacuum Evaporation

Vacuum evaporation is the process by which a material is

heated in a vacuum environment resulting in a large number of

atoms or molecules escaping the surface of the substance to

form a vapor. The heating may be accomplished by resistance

heating of the material's container, heating the material in

turn by conduction, or by electron bombardment, in which the

material is heated directly by high-energy electrons. A vacuum

environment of very low pressure is used so that the atoms or

molecules in the atmosphere remaining in the chamber are so

few so as to undergo no collisions with those of the vapor.

These collisions would have the effect of interfering with the

vapor's direction of flow or causing contamination of the va-

por by mixing or chemically combining with it. The vapor pro-

duced in a vacuum evaporation process is then most often used

to deposit a thin coating of the material on some other sub-

stance by condensing on its surface.

Among the advantages of coating materials using vacuum

evaporation (8;2-3) are that either metals or non-metals may

be coated, thickness can be controlled to closer limits than

with other methods, and uniform coatings can be produced on

items of various or complicated shapes.

Disadvantages of the vacuum evaporation method include

obtaining the required pressures for the process, usually

5 x 10 torr or less; obtaining these pressures when using

..- . very volatile materials; and providing materials sufficiently

3.....



clean for the deposit to adhere to (8;2-3). The main topic
of this investigation, thickness monitoring techniques, is

also a significant problem. 6-

B. Vacuum Deposition of Films

The vapor used to deposit a thin film on a substrate is

produced when a substance is heated by the addition of a
P.C.

quantity of energy known as the heat of vaporization. Most of

this energy is involved with overcoming the mutual attraction

that the atoms or molecules in the substance have for each

other. Once enough energy is added to escape the attraction

of the substance, molecules (or atoms) are released from the

material's surface with a kinetic energy that is only a frac-

tion of the initial energy input. (4;117-118)

The number of gas molecules per unit volume is given from

the ideal gas law by.

V -kT

If pressure were expressed in torr and n is in molecules per

cubic centimeter, then (4;21)

n 9.656 x 1018 p (2)
T

Starting with the vacuum chamber at room temperature and

atmospheric pressure, n = 2.5 x 101 molecules/cm3 . For vacuum

deposition pressures of around 1 x I0-6 torr, there are still

3.2 x 1010 molecules/cm 3 remaining. However, this accounts for

only 1 x t0- 12 of the total volume of the chamber. (4;114) "..

The molecules of the vapor will travel through the remaining

V.-..
,
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free space in straight lines until they collide with another

-"'" molecule or a surface inside the chamber.

As can be seen, the lower the pressure, the less molecules

there are in. the chamber for the vapor to collide with, and

thus the vapor molecules can travel farther between collisions.

The mean free path, which is the average distance traveled be-

tween collisions with other gas molecules, is dependent on

the density and diameter of the gas molecules by: (412 3 )

L .aas- (3)ir

where d is the equivalent molecular diameter if a model

using hard elastic spheres is assumed. For air at room temp-

erature (do = 3.7 x 10-8 cm),

where p is expressed in torr. From this relationship, it can

-6
be seen that for a pressure of 1 x 10- torr, the mean free

path is 5000 cm. Since in the vacuum system used in this in-

vestigation the source to substrate distance is only 60cm, the

.: vapor molecules will travel in straight-line paths and suffer

* little or no collisions along the way. The fraction of mole-

cules that will or can be expected to experience collisions

'. is given by: (4;115)

N - r/L

i -'-5



where N1 is the number of molecules experiencing collisions,

N is the original number of molecules, r is the source to

substrate distance, and L is the mean free path. For the actual

source to substrate distance of 60cm, r/L = .012 and 1.19% of

the molecules suffer collisions. A very long mean free path,

several times the source to substrate distance and achieved

by very low pressures, is both useful and desirable.

After the vapor molecules have been emitted from the

source and have traveled through the chamber, they arrive at

the substrate. Here, the following activities may take place:

(4;124)

- The molecules are "reflected" with most of their orig-

inal kinetic energy after spending only a short dwell

* € time on the substrate surface.

- Physical adsorption, in which the vapor molecules are

attracted and held mainly by van der Walls forces.

- Chemical interaction with the substrate material, re-

sulting in a stronger binding of the vapor molecules

to the substrate surface.

or - Association of the vapor molecule to a vapor molecule

of the same species already adsorbed on the substrate

surface.

The number of molecules that remain on the substrate is

described by the vapor's sticking coefficient, which is the

fraction of the incident molecules that become strongly bound

so that they have a very long dwell time. (4;125) Once on the

surface, the molecules may be desorbed, migrate over the sur-

face, or undergo a chemical reaction and become more strongly

* 6
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bound than it had been after physical adsorption. (4;124)

C. Source Emission and Film Thickness Distribution

When depositing a thin film on a substrate, one is not

only concerned with getting the vapor to the substrate and

depositing it on the surface, but it is also desired to know

how the film will be distributed over this surface. The film's

thickness distribution is a characteristic most often consid- -.

ered because it determines the arrangement of source and sub-

strates prior to deposition and how much material will be re-

quired. In addition to the physical arrangement of the source

and substrate and the amount of material evaporated, thickness

distribution depends on the emission characteristics of the

sources themselves.

Two of the most common classes of sources, point sources

and small plane or surface sources, will be considered. The

following assumptions will be made concerning the conditions

of the environment in which their emission occurs: (8;143)

1) The gas pressure is sufficiently low that collisions

between molecules of the vapor and the residual gas

(gas remaining after pumpdown) are negligible.

2) The intensity of the vapor stream is low enough that

collisions between vapor molecules near the emission

source are negligible.

3) Each vapor molecule reaching the substrate surface

sticks upon first impact.

C.1 Point Source. A point source is usually considered

as a small emitting sphere that evaporates material equally

*. .- 1



in all directions. The geometry of this situation is illus-

trated in Figure 1.

10m

&'p.

4.

Fig. I Evapoation Source Geometry (8;144) .

If m 1 is the total amount of mass emitted by the source,

the amount of mass dm 2 received at a surface dS will be de-

termined by the amount of material passing through the solid.,,

angle ,This results in (4;158)

cdMa- C M af C. (6a ~ @L)
r

- where C is a proportionality constant. To find C, an integra- .

tion over a spherical receiving surface centered on the source
is performed. In this case,y COS I and C, .'raSind .

4 (L1 5 9 )

% * °8
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* ,,"a*= -,-o-ea.sa(1/""

020

But mn = it1 so C 1 /41l', and

41Tr ra

for the mass deposited on the receiving area. If £ is the

density of the deposited mass, the mass can be expressed as

the product of the density times the volume. The volume of

the deposit is t-dS2, where t is the physical thickness, so

(8; 144-14 5)

cbix = Q4 &S=..-,

and

t &rn. = .(lC.OS8)
& L%'rr r~

This gives the thickness at specified locations on a surface.

To see how the thickness varies over a common deposition sur-

face such as a plane substrate, a calculation using the ar-

rangement in Figure 2 can be done. (8;145) For the case of a

point source, E) for all angles d in Figure 2.

The thickness at the point P in the figure is given by -'

(8;i146)
7-. M =tCO5) M rm(K/r)"i

o..

9
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Fig. 2 Evaporation onto a plane substrate (8;145)

The thickness directly opposite the source, at 0, is

*0 , ' (.)

since cose3 = 0 at x = 0.

The variation in thickness from the center outward then

becomes (8;146)

k3A
to0 (k e) 3 1a I+ ~a7ia (I

C.2 Surface Source. A small plane surface does not emit

uniformly in all directions, as does the point source. Instead,

* Knudsen (9;26-29) has shown that the emission is directional,

:** . , , *. . . . .



depending on the angle between the normal to the source's

" 4 surface and a line joining the source and the receiving sur-

face. This angle is illustrated as O in Figure 1. Knudsen's

proof of what is known as the cosine law indicates that the

amount of material evaporated to a surface in a direction

from the normal to the source is proportional to cos0. (9;26-

29, 4;159) The amount of mass received by the surface now be-

comes (4; 160)

cosn &Sal ,s
dyn, CCvn, &SC ia)

a ra

as compared to Eq. (6) for a point source. The constant C is

again found by integration over a spherical receiver, but,

unlike the point source, the integration is done over a hemi-

sphere, as the surface source emits from one side only, coat-

ing only half of the spherical receiver. The result is (4;160)

Cso  ,-.'.. ,si 0&
0'0 ra r .

200

Thus C = 1/1T giving

d* = Tf , cOSe9COS~oLSa (i3)

for the mass deposited on the receiving area. The thickness

of the deposit on this area is

~'V-

* ." °
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As with the point source, Figure 2 can be used to inves-

tigate the thickness distribution on a plane substrate placed

parallel to the plane source. (8;145 ) In this orientation, .,.

and the thickness at point P is

a
-- m, Cos m,(Ir') - m (5)..

gira (Qr ha+O) T (ha )a-

At 0, the thickness is

to

and the variation in thickness t/t0 is

A plot comparing the thickness variation of the point source,

Eq. (11), and the surface source, Eq. (17), is given in Figure

C.3 Obtaining a Uniform Thickness Distribution. Due to

the emission characteristics of point and surface sources, it

is clear that films deposited on plane substrates will not be

uniform unless specific arrangements are made with respect to
physical location and orientation of sources and substrates.

ately clear in Knudsen's proof of the cosine law. He demonstrated

12
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(14 6,411

Solid~ ~ ~ Lie- on suc

0 .5' 1.0o .S" ~ o .5 " ''.0

Fig. 3 Thickness Distribution on a Plane Surface

Solid Line - point source-:,

Dashed Line - surface source

that if a small plane source emitted from the surface of a

sphere, then all other points on that sphere will be uniformly

coated. (9;26-29) This can be seen by an analysis of Eq. (14)

and Figure 4 below.

J."

Fig. 4 Arrangement for Knudsen's Proof of
the Cosine Law (8,9)

13



The value for r in Eq. (14), the source to substrate dis-

tance, can be seen from Figure 4 to be equal to 2RcosG . Substi-

tution of this quantity into Eq. (14) gives

VI 4Racos'O J4M 9 Ra

where R is just the sphere's radius. Since this expression is -"-

independent of G , the thickness will be determined by the

amount and density of the material evaporated. (8;147-148)

For a point source to give a uniform deposit, it should

be located at the center of a sphere with the substrates lo-

cated at points on the sphere. From Eq. (8) then, cosG = 1

and t = m1/41rR again for all points on the sphere.

C.4 Application of Emission Characteristics in System De-

sign. The source heater used in the vacuum system for this -.-

investigation was an electron beam gun containing a crucible

in which the material to be evaporated is placed. Since an

open crucible acts like a surface source in its emission char-

acteristics (4;161), an arrangement employing the Knudsen co-

sine law was designed. The source-to-substrate distance was

chosen to be 60cm to make use of the available space within

the vacuum chamber. This, of course, made the radius of the

sphere in Knudsen's results equal to 30cm. Since a spherical

substrate holder of this radius of curvature could not be

built, one was designed that approximated a sphere with the

substrates being located at the proper distances and orien-

tation for uniform coating to be achieved. The resulting

* 14
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.

substrate holder design is illustrated in Figure 5.

,10

2.S CM

Fig. 5Substrate Holder

The holder is designed to hold five microscope slides,

one at the top center and four others arranged around it. The

central substrate will be 60cm from the source and parallel

to its surface. The other substrates are located 10cm away

from the center of the holder and at an angle of 19.50 from

horizontal, thus approximating points on the spherical surface.

Actually, in this arrangement, flat microscope slides will

only be on the Knudsen sphere at its point of tangency to

that sphere. The farther one moves away from this point on

the plane surface, the greater the slide will depart from the

spherical surface approximation. For the large radius of cur-

vature of this sphere compared to t.e size of the slides in

this case, the approximation should be valid.

Ananmew

1.5:-
onlybe n th Kndse sphre t it pont f tageny t
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III Vacuum Deposition System

A. General

A vacuum deposition system is the apparatus by which thin

film optical coatings are produced using the vapor deposition

method. The deposition system consists of the vacuum chamber

in which the vacuum environment is produced, the source evap-

orator which produces the vapor to be deposited, and the mon-

itoring system, by which one can control the deposition pro-

cess and terminate it at the proper time. Obtaining the vac-

uum environment by the use of a bell jar system will be the

main topic of this chapter. A brief description of a source

evaporator will also be included.

B. Bell Jar System

The bell jar vacuum system is one type of vacuum system

in which a very low pressure environment is produced and main-

tained so that the vapor deposition process can occur. The

system used was the Varian Vacuum Division VI-360 Ultra High

Vacuum System. A schematic drawing of this system is shown

in Figure 6.

The main components of this vacuum system are five Varian

model 941-6001 VacSorb Pumps, a Varian 500 1/sec VacIon Pump,

an Hastings model VT-6 thermocouple gauge, and a Varian model

971-0033 Helmer nude ionization gauge. These components will

be discussed in the following sections.

B.1 Gas Flow. In order to produce a low pressure environ-

ment for conducting thin film deposition, pumps must evacuate

16 :
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Fig. 6 Bell Jar Vacuum System

gases from a sealed chamber. A number of quantities have been

defined (4;3 1-38) that can be used to characterize the pumps

and their removal of gases from the chamber.

The quantity of gas, q, in a certain volume V at pressure

p is defined by

q pV (19)

and is commonly expressed in units of torr-liters. The time

derivative of this quantity is known as the gas flow rate, Q,

or throughput. It is defined as

Q = (20)

and measures the quantity of gas which flows across an area

per unit time at some specified temperature. Throughput has

units of torr-liters/second. If the gas flowing across an area

per unit time comes from a container of constant volume, such

as a chamber with no leaks or other gas inputs, then it can

• - be seen that Q = V(dp/dt) and throughput is then a measure of

17



the rate of change of pressure of that fixed volume due to

the evacuation of gas.

To get gas to flow across an area or through a section

of pipe, there must be a different pressure at one end than

there is at the other end. The gas will then flow in the dir-

ection of lower pressure. Conductance is a quantity that mea-

sures the rate of gas flow (throughput) per unit pressure dif-

ference between the two points of interest, i.e.,

0= Q (21)

PI - P2

where p1 is the pressure at the entrance and P2 the pressure

at the exit of the object. Conductance has units of liters per

second.

_ Pump speed is defined as

S Q (22)

p p

where p is the pressure at the pump inlet. The definition of

pump speed has been used (4;34) to determine a quantity known

as the net speed, or exhaust speed, SE , of the system. This .:-

can be expressed as

1 =1+L(23)
SE C S

where C is the conductance between the pump and the vacuum

chamber and S is the pump's speed.
p

B.2 Roughing Pump. The roughing pumps used in this sys-

tem are the Varian model 9 41-6001 VacSorb pumps, one of

__ which is shown in Figure 7. The sorption pump consists of a

vacuum-tight cannister containing an adsorbent material. This

18
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N., material provides a surface for a process known as physical

adsorption (24;4), in which gases are trapped by being held

or adsorbed onto the surface of the adsorbent material by

means of van der Walls forces as the gas comes into equi-

librium with the surface.

Pumping takes place when the cannister is chilled to

liquid nitrogen temperature (-195°C). Since van der Walls

forces are also responsible for holding molecules together

when a gas condenses, those components of air whose conden-

sation temperature is greater than or equal to that of nitro-

gen will be drawn from the chamber and adsorbed. The adsor-

bent material, Type 5A Molecular Sieve manufactured by the

Union Carbide Corp., Linde Division, consists of a series of

0.5 nm diameter cavities and pores which are of sufficient

size to admit molecules of the various components of air.

These cavities and pores increase the surface area on which

the gas molecules can be adsorbed. They provide a surface area " -

to volume ratio of 800 m2/cm3 ; nearly 300 acres of surface

area in each VacSorb pump. (24;5)

Due to the size of the pores and the temperature to which

the pump is chilled, sorption pumps are rather selective in

their adsorption of gases from a vacuum chamber. Since neon

and helium liquefy at temperatures lower than that for nitro-

gen, these gases are hardly pumped at all, leaving a residual

atmosphere in the chamber of approximately 70% neon and 7%

helium. (24;5) This can be compensated for by using two or

more sorption pumps in sequence, depending on the size of the

volume to be evacuated. As the first pump is opened to the
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system, the inflow of air will also carry helium and neon into
-i>

the pump, even though they will not be adsorbed. The helium

and neon will try to flow back into the system, but as long

as there is an inflow of air to the pump, they will be pre-

vented from doing so, being more successful at escaping as

the pumping rate slows as the pump nears capacity. Before

this occurs, however, the pump can be valved off, trapping

the helium and neon permanently, and the remaining pumps can

be used in series to complete the pumpdown. (24;16)

Properly used, sorption pumps should be able to evacuate

a system to a few millitorr, where a high vacuum pump would

be able to take over pumping. Sorption pumps are reactivated

by heating to room temperature or above to desorb the trapped

gases. Heating well above room temperature is necessary if

water vapor has been pumped or is present in the pump. (4;43)

B.3 High Vacuum Pump. The high vacuum pump used was the

Varian 500 liter/sec VacIons Pump. This pump is usually oper-

ated from 10.2 to less than 10"11 torr. The pumping element

of the VacIon pump consists of several hollow, cylindrical

anodes between two titanium cathode plates. One or more of

these elements are in turn placed between a strong magnetic

field produced by magnets, as illustrated in Figure 8. (25;15)

With an electric field applied, electrons are accelerated

from the cathode to the anode, but since the anode is hollow,

they pass right through it toward the other cathode where

they are repelled back to the anode, setting up an oscillat-

ing motion. The magnetic field, oriented parallel to the
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Fig. 8 VacIonD pumping element (a5;'5)

electronic oscillations, causes the electrons to move in a

spiral, lengthening the path of their movement. This incr. as-

es the probability of an electron colliding with an atom or :

a molecule, producing ions and more electrons. The electrons

help to maintain the discharge while the positive ions from

the gas bombard and become embedded in the cathode, sputter-

ing titanium in the process. (25;16, 4;53)

The sputtered titanium atoms are deposited on the anode

and on other surfaces inside the pump, forming a fresh getter

surface. A getter is some material that will remove gases by

sorption, discussed earlier. (4;53) The titanium will react

with active gases such as nitrogen and oxygen to form stable

compounds and remove these gases from the chamber. These gases

may also combine with the titanium in the cathodes, but may

be resputtered (decomposed or intact), or they can even

22
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.:'j penetrate the cathode up to a few atomic layers and become I

trapped through ion burial. (251l7-18)

Ion burial is the main process by which inert gases are

pumped. Once ionized, these gases penetrate and become embed-

ded in the cathodes. However, as the cathode becomes eroded

by further ion bombardment, these ions and any others trapped

can be reemitted, making the ion pump somewhat inefficient for

inert gases. The titanium getter surface, on the other hand,

is the main process for active gas removal. (4;54)

B.4 Vacuum Gauges. As the various pumps were operating .-

through their respective regions, it was necessary to monitor

the pressure in the system in order to insure that adequate

pumping was being accomplished and to locate the proper pres-

0 sure to start or stop a certain type of pump. Unexpected rises

in the pressure may be used to signal problems such as leaks

or outgassing. The two major types of vacuum gauges used to

measure the pressure were the Hastings model VT-6 thermocouple

gauge and the Varian model 971-0033 Helmer ionization gauge.

Both of these gauges are effective only in certain pressure

ranges and must be used in combination for full scale monitor-

ing to be possible.

The thermocouple gauge is used mainly from atmospheric

pressure down to 1 millitorr, although it is more accurate

when used in the range 10 - 1 torr. The accuracy of this

gauge is given as 2% of fullscale angular meter deflection.
°,

(26) The gauge is designed on the principle that the ther-

mal conductivity of a gas is dependent on the gas pressure.
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The thermocouple gauge consists of a heated filament lo-
cated inside a tube, with the filament in contact with a ther-

mocouple. The thermocouple measures the temperature of the

heater and thus gives a measure of the amount of heat being

conducted away from the filament to the tube wall by the gas.

As the pressure falls, there are less molecules available to

transport heat, conduction falls, and the filament becomes

hotter. This temperature rise is detected by the thermocouple

and its output current is increased, which shows as a needle

deflection on the tube gauge. (26, 4;82)

For pressures below 10-3 torr, the ionization gauge is

used. Basically, an ionization gauge uses electrons, usually

produced by thermionic emission from a hot filament, to ion-

ize gas molecules in the vicinity of the gauge. The ions pro-

duced are collected on a cathode and measured as a current.

Since the ion current is proportional to the number density

of molecules available to be ionized, this is used as a means

of measuring pressure. (4;85)

The Helmer Ionization Gauge is a nude ionization gauge

which can be used in the 10 10 pressure range. (27)

"Nude" gauges are ones that have their elements in the vacuum

chamber rather than in a separate tube connected to it.

C. Electron Gun Source

A device called an electron gun is used to evaporate a

source by heating it with high energy electrons. The electron

gun used in this system is the Varian model 980-0003 e-Gun
Tm

Source. Its principle of operation is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9 Electron Beam Gun

Electrons are emitted by a hot-filament tungsten cathode,

accelerated by a separate anode (self-accelerated source), and V...

focused by a magnet so that the electron beam falls directly

on the evaporant source resting in a water-cooled crucible.

In work-accelerated sources, the evaporant is the only anode.

- " (41140) The beam is bent 2100 in the Varian e-Gun, allowing

the evaporant/crucible to be located such that it is shielded r.

from contamination by the hot filament emissions. Focusing

the electron beam to strike only the evaporant also prevents

contamination. In addition, the heat for evaporation is gen-

erated in the evaporant and not the crucible, providing more

efficient heating and less heat radiated from the overall

source. Water cooling the crucible helps prevent the evapor-

ant from interacting with its holder and guards against the

holder material being evaporated along with the evaporant.

(28, 4;139) The Varian e-Gun can operate at pressures below
L4

5 x 10-  torr, requires only .5 gal/min cooling water flow,

has a maximum power output of 2kW, and a beam intensity of

2.-'. -25 kW/cm . (28)
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Even with all the advantages of electron gun use, there

are a few disadvantages to be noted. The source is more com-

plicated than resistance heated sources; compounds can be

partially dissociated by the electron beam; and the portion

of the evaporant vapor that has to pass through the beam,

plus any residual gas molecules present, may become ionized.

(4;139-140)
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IV Optical Monitoring of Film Thickness

In addition to having the proper environment for thin

film evaporation to occur, and having a source and substrate

oriented to take advantage of the particular emission char-

acteristics of the source, one also needs to be able to mon-

itor the deposition process, preferably while it is taking

place, in order to make films of the desired thickness. This

chapter discusses one of the means by which this can be done,

known as the optical monitoring technique.

An optical film thickness monitor consists of a light

source illuminating a test substrate and detectors to receive

and measure the transmitted and/or reflected light. Once the

desired optical properties are achieved, the vapor source can

be turned off and the deposition stopped.

The quantity determined by the optical technique is the

film's optical thickness. Optical thickness is defined as the C'

product of the film's index of refraction and its physical

thickness. The optical thickness of a thin film has certain

characteristic properties when its value is an integral mul-

tiple of a quarter wave. These properties, used in determining

the film's thickness, are presented in the following sections.

A. Theory - Quarter Wave Films

In the following discussion it is assumed that light is

incident normally on the film-substrate combination and that

there are no losses due to absorption. Each layer of film de-

posited can be represented by the characteristic matrix (18;5),
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developed in Appendix A:

[CosS £sir ] at
iNi-Sin S. 0

where S. is the phase thickness of the jth layer, given by

where N. is the index of refraction of the layer and d. is
the physical thickness of the layer. The optical thickness

of the layer is expressed as D. = N di and is most common-

ly given in terms of fractional wavelengths (i.e., A/4 for

a quarter wave).

A term that is related to the index of refraction of a

thin film and is often used in the determination of its op-

tical properties is optical admittance. Optical admittance is

defined by Y = Yon, where n is the index of refraction and Y

is the admittance of free space. Yo is equal to one in Gaus-

sian units and 1/377 siemens in SI units. (17;7) Numerical-

ly, optical admittance is calculated as the ratio of the mag-

nitudes of the magnetic and electric fields of a wave, H/E-

such as that from the monitor's light source. (17;7) H and

E for a multilayer film are determined by (18;5)

-- I.. 7]7 [LN Si nSJ1Ln J
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m. where m is the number of layers making up the multilayer film,

and nsub is the index of refraction of the substrate.

Since the admittance determined by E and H is proportion-

al to the effective refractive index for the film-substrate

combination, the Y factor will drop out when the admittance

is used in place of the refractive index in the Fresnel eq-

uation for reflectance at normal incidence. This will give

for the reflectance of the multilayer at normal incidence:

(18;5)

a

where Y is the optical admittance defined earlier. This def-

inition, plus Eqs. (26) and (27), implies that the reflect-

OP€ ance of the multilayer film at any point during its production

can be considered as being produced by a film-substrate com-

bination of an effective index proportional to Y, determined

by the material deposited up to that point. Also, subsequent

material for the next layer will act as if it were being de-

posited on a substrate of index proportional to Y, as if the

already deposited film and substrate were one material of

index proportional to Y. (18;5)

Since the admittance changes continually during the dep-

osition process, plotting its locus for the entire deposition

gives an indication of how the index of refraction of the com-

bination changes and also how the reflectance changes during

the process. Y will be calculated using the characteristic

matrix

29
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where Y = WE is the admittance and m + ! is the admittance

of the material deposited so far. (Y +L can also be consid-

ered the index of the existing film-substrate combination,

which will then act as the substrate for the next layer. cS

is the phase thickness, defined earlier, for the layer being

deposited and N is its refractive index. (18;6) Y will gen-

erally be complex and will be equal to

y. . oC. C,0 5 + in CSc) +(CO)
(COS -(sins8 + A <sn

NN

This will then result in

0.coss - O.~sifS -ws%% 68 sin S

N NN N/

M (COSCS + L ( NsirS cos5~) -

Equating real and imaginary parts gives (18;6, 17;30)

a~Nsir- sn CK b Sn} (30)I

N t~N
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Solving (31a) for cos & and simplifying after substitution

into (31b) gives

OL" + 6a"- -a -. + :O::

Thus, the admittance locus is, as seen by Eq.(32), a circle

with center (18;6, 17;30)

_(33)

Since cx +ip is the substrate index, and 8 is related A

to the extiction coefficient which determines the loss due to

absorption effects, for no absorption =4 = , nsub = and

Eq. (33) can be rewritten:

( su(34)

The admittance locus can be plotted on an Argand diagram

as shown in Figure 10. (18;6) Since deposition starts on a

substrate with nsub' (cw.,0) is the starting point for the

circle, which is traced out in a clockwise direction.

3.
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Fig. 10 The Admittance Locus (18;6)

To plot loci of constant 6 on the diagram for a film of
index N, is set equal to zero in Eq. (30) giving (18;6, 17;

30)

OL COSS -NSrc, oQS
(35)

6bc.os S+ a-SieN- ~c

or,

+ o. N1toa.Y
N

Eliminating oK by solving Eq. (36b) for m' and substituting

the result into Eq. (36a) and then simplifying gives:

e +6a+ bN 0.n- (37)

Equation (37) is a circle with its center at

)~( ~ +S tan&) (38)
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which is on the imaginary axis of Figure 10. The equations

described by (37) all pass through the point (N,O), as can

be seen if b = 0 for the a + ib system of Figure 10.

The result of plotting two simple cases of Eq. (37) onto

Figure 10 is shown in Figure 11. (18;7)

$sO,1

Fig. 11 Admittance Diagram with constant 6contours added (18; )

If 5= 0, r/2,1T, 31T/2, ... the result is the real axis. How-

ever, if 5= iT/4, 31T/4, 51t/4, ... the result is the circle

shown in Figure 11 with center at the origin and passing

through the point (N,O). (18;7)

Using Eq. (25), the definition of the phase thickness,

one can correlate the values for S shown in Figure 11 to op-

tical thickness, N.d. Thus, 0-- 0,Wr/4--./8,1T/2--K\/4, 3""/4-

3X/8,T-,/2, ... so that as the circle is traced, the op-

tical thickness increases from zero at the starting point on

"-" the real axis to A/4 where it again intersects the real axis,
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and A./2 when the circle is completed. Thus each full circle

represents a half wave layer of index N material.

Isoreflectance contours can also be constructed on the

same diagram to indicate how changes in layer thickness affect

the reflectance of the film. The contours are developed in the

following manner:

The Fresnel reflectance equation is

(39j)

where neff is the effective index of refraction of the film-

substrate combination. Since the admittance of the combination

. -. is proportional to neff , and of the form a + ib, the reflect-

ance can be represented as

R oL- 1 0. 0_ __ +(60' )Rb I ,.+) +.-b (o, )&+ 6a

which will then give

a+ba a(,+R) + I -O (41)

This represents a circle centered on the real axis with center

(18;7, 17;31)

1_ R- ('4;)

0R )
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The radii of the various isoreflectance curves can be

related to a given value of reflectance by the following re-

lationship: (231296)

r -M c-L +(43)

where the variables come from the general form for a circle:

Substituting the known values from Eq. (41) into (43),

r -it _ (+s)

When the isoreflectance curves are added to the admit-

tance diagram, the result is as shown in Figure 12. (17;32)

p.-.

3WN

Ile

-&A

.. .

Fig. 12 Admittance locus with constant 6 contours
and isoreflcetance contours added (17;32)
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As can be seen from Figure 12, as the admittance curve

is traced from thicknesses of 0 to X/4 to X/2 and higher, the

reflectance of the film will cycle periodically between some

peak value and the reflectance of the bare substrate at the

start of deposition. These turning values of reflectance cor-

respond with the intersections of the admittance locus with

the real axis, since both curves have their centers on that

axis. (18;8) This ideal case is represented in the curves of

Figure 13. Note that the peak value of reflectance achieved

is dependent on the index of refraction of the material de-

posited, in accordance with the Fresnel equation.

no 2.0

4

Fig. 1tRh

Fig. 13 Variation of Reflectance with i

Film Thickness (16;235) S.
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These characteristic turning values for layers of quarter-

wave thickness can then be used in the deposition process as

a monitoring and control technique. For desired deposition

of a quarter wave layer of some material of index N, one needs

to monitor the light relfected or transmitted (since for loss-

less media, i.e., absorption equal to zero, T = 1-R) at a cer-

tain wavelength for the appearance of a turning value in R or

T which indicates that a quarter-wave-thick film has just been

deposited. For layers of an integral number of quarter waves

in thickness, one needs only to count the turning points ob-

served until the desired number of quarter wave thicknesses

have been deposited.

The technique of turning value monitoring can be carried

out in a few different ways. (14;383-4, 12;85) One method,

known as direct monitoring, has all the layers of a multi-

layer film monitored directly on one of the substrates to

be used after coating. Indirect monitoring is a method by

which each layer is monitored on a separate test substrate.

A third method, semi-direct monitoring, has all the layers

of the film deposited and monitored on the same test substrate,

but separate from the ones to be produced for eventual use.

Direct monitoring has the advantages that the deposit being

monitored will be what will actually be produced, and of the

effects of a powerful error compensation process. The main

effect of this process is that an error in the thickness of "

S., one layer can be compensated for by the way in which the next
layer is deposited. A more detailed explanation and analysis

of this process can be found in references 13, 15, and 18.
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When separate test substrates are used for each layer in

the indirect process, each layer can be monitored separately

so that an error in one layer will not affect all the subse-

quent layers of the film. Also, a possible loss of the mon-

itor signal, caused when the reflectance becomes too high while

depositing certain types of coatings, can be avoided. How-

ever, differences in the condensation, or "sticking", effects

between materials that are deposited on the film surface they

were intended to be evaporated onto vs. that for the bare sub-

strate (of different index than the combination produced to

that point) may adversely affect the final result. Semi-direct

monitoring retains the advantages of direct monitoring and

avoids the sticking difference problem of indirect monitoring.

Any differences in index between the test substrate and those

intended for actual production that are small can be compen-

sated for by precoating the test substrate in order to increase

the monitoring signal's magnitude. (14;384)

B. Absorption Effects

In the ideal case, a film deposited on a substrate will

produce a regular, repeating sinusoidal curve that is bounded

by a maximum and a minimum value of transmittance, as was il-

lustrated in Figure 13. These maximum and minimum values, in

the ideal case, remain constant and the transmittance curve

alternates between a maximum turning point and a minimum turn-

ing point with every quarter wave thickness of film deposited.

This can also be seen from the admittance locus of Figure 10,

where the circle would be traced repeatedly, a quarter wave

38--,.
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being deposited with every crossing of the real axis, clearly

indicating that the turning values would alternate between

some fixed maximum and minimum values.

An actual film would not behave in this manner since ab-

sorption, though small, does have an effect on the resulting

reflectance and transmittance after each layer is deposited.

The following analysis by Macleod (11;500-1) shows how absorp-

tion can affect the performance of the layer.

If a quarter wave layer of index n - ik (k / 0 in the

case where absorption is present) is deposited on a substrate

of real index N, the effective admittance of the combination

is found using Y = H/E, where H and E are now determined by

(11;500)

[NJ [n-kk'I~$ -iLN

i is the phase thickness of the layer and is determined by

(11,501)

5 : a (n-,Lk)L-

i- O C(47) !:

where D is the optical thickness, d is the physical thickness,

and X is the monitoring wavelength. Macleod's analysis pro-

duces for the error in admittance away from ideal due to ab-

- .sorption as Y1 N
39
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where ox is defined as *rk/2n. (11;501) This effect on admit-

tance is similar to the shift caused by errors in terminating

layer deposition properly at the turning value. (11502, see

also ref 18) This would thus only result in a shift in final

reflectance after each layer is deposited away somewhat from

the ideal case described at the beginning of this section.

The reflectances at the turning points, rather than always

coming back to the same maximum and minimum values, will tend

to turn at slightly higher maximum and minimum values each

time, giving a general trend toward unity as more layers are

added, and the variable part of the signal will become grad-

ually smaller compared to the total signal as the maximum and

minimum turning values approach each other. (16;237) For

transmission monitoring, the variable part of the signal re-

mains a large part of the overall signal, but the trend here

is for the signal to go toward zero, where after a certain

number of layers dependent on the quality of the system used

for the monitoring, the signal will get lost in the noise

from the system. (16;237-8) An example of the zero-ward trend

of the transmission signal with continued deposition of quar-

ter wave layers can be seen in Figure 14.

C. Changes in Films Due to Packing of the Deposit and Moisture

Absorption

Two processes that can affect the film's performance dur-

ing and after film deposition in spite of the accuracy of

monitoring achieved involve how the individual atoms or mole-

7. cules build up a film on the substrate surface, packing; and
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Fig. 14 Trend of Transmission Signal
Toward Zero for Many-Layered
Deposition (5;169)

the potential for moisture absorption by the film after it

has been deposited. These processes can affect the actual

monitoring of the film during deposition by altering the

film's index of refraction, producing a film of optical

thickness that may differ from what was intended, or they

may alter the final performance of the completed film to

an unintended wavelength range.

The packing of the atoms or molecules in the deposit is

determined by how they condense and adhere to the substrate K

surface and each other. Most of the dielectric materials de-

posited as thin films are believed to build in a columnar

structure. (14;387) If the atoms are thought of as hard spheres, -

the columns would be circular in cross section so that even

with the closest packing arrangement possible there would

still be empty spaces between the columns. This empty space

will tend to reduce the density and the index of refraction
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of the film as a whole. (14;3 87) Packing density is defined p:

as the ratio of the volume of the solid material in the film

to the total volume available in the film (solid plus the

voids - its geometrical volume) so that a packing density

of .85 would indicate that 15% of the film's volume is empty

space. The packing density can be used to determine the index
'.-

of refraction of the film after such space is taken into con-

sideration using (14; 388)

( pno + p)Ip (4C9)

where nf is the resulting index for the film, p is the pack-

ing density, no is the index of the solid part of the film

(the material deposited), and np is the index of the spaces

in the film (usually equal to one). This equation does reason- ..

ably well to estimate the effect that packing density has on

the film's index for deposited materials of low index of re- ,[

fraction or very high values of refractive index. For inter-

mediate values, a more complicated expression is necessary to

describe this effect.

Since the optical thickness of a film is determined by

nfd, where d is the film's physical thickness, the effect

packing density has on optical thickness through the index -f

refraction is (14h388)

+ P) JDp % Do (),:.:.

where D is the optical thickness the film would have if it

were completely solid.
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The other process affecting the film's performance and

due to the porosity caused by the columnar structure mention-

ed earlier is the absorption of moisture by the film. When ex-

posed to atmospheric air, the spaces between solid material

allow moisture from the air to enter the film. The moisture

penetrates the film in the following manner: (15;341) Moist-

ure enters the film rapidly upon exposure to air and the ab-

sorption may continue for a number of days. The outermost

layer of the film is affected first, and after this layer is

saturated the moisture spreads to lower layers in sequence.

The moisture does not enter a particular layer uniformly, de-

pending mainly on the sizes of the spaces available between

solid material, affecting the film unevenly over its surface.

* The resulting effect of the absorption of moisture by a

ko film is for the index of the spaces between columns to increase,

increasing the index for the entire film as seen by Eq. (49),

and leading to a larger optical thickness for the layers af-

fected. (15;340) Due to the resulting increase in optical

thickness caused by moisture absorption, the optical charac-

teristics of the film will tend to shift from the wavelength

used in the monitoring of the film toward longer wavelengths.

(14;389) To reduce this effect where thermal evaporation is

the desired deposition process, it is suggested (15;341) that

a cover glass be cemented over the film immediately after pro-

duction and that the edges of the film be sealed also, as

moisture can enter from the edges as well. It should be noted

that this procedure, rather than completely stopping the ab-

sorption of moisture, may in most cases only slow it down.(15;341)
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-V Quartz Crystal Monitoring

A. Theory and Operation

One of the most common non-optical methods for thickness

monitoring during film deposition is the quartz crystal oscil-

lator. This system consists of a vibrating quartz crystal mount-

ed inside the vacuum chamber and exposed to the evaporant

stream in such a way that it receives the same coating as the

production substrates. As the quartz crystal is coated, the

change in its vibrational frequency is measured to determine

the mass of the deposit. From this mass, the thickness of the

film deposited may be determined.

Change of mass, however, is not the only factor that may

affect the resonant frequency of the quartz crystal. Changes

in temperature affect frequency through the temperature coef-

ficient of frequency (TCF) which is related to its various

elastic constants. (3;24, 19;1--108) The TCF has terms that

are positive and negative, the magnitudes of which depend on

the direction of the vibration with respect to the natural

axes of the crystal. (19;1--108) Since changes in frequency

due to temperature changes will have an effect on the accur-

acy of the measurements of deposited mass, it is desirable to

reduce the magnitude of the TCF as much as possible. There is

a certain cut of the quartz crystal, shown in Figure 15 and

known as the AT-cut, where the terms in the TCF are found to

balance each other and minimize the overall magnitude of the

TCF. (19;1--108) With a cut of 35020', the temperature coef-

fiietreansblo 1- 6 -0
S'<'- ficient remains below 5 x 10 deg between about -5 C and
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the When an ac field is applied to an AT-cut quartz crystal,

the result is an induced thickness-shear mode of oscillation

in the crystal. (16;243) The crystal wafer oscillating in this

mode has a thickness which is equal to a half wavelength of

the resonant frequency, usually chosen to be 5 MHz, and with

its major surfaces antinoil. (3;21, 19;1--107) The resonant,

or fundamental, frequency is given by -

V4r

where t is the wafer thickness and vtr is the velocity of the

electric transverse wave in the direction of the thickness.

(3;21) For AT-cut crystals vtI2 is a constant, N', equal to

1670 kHz-mm (3;21) and the frequency becomes

If the thickness of the quartz plate were to change, the

amount of this change could be found using (3;21, 1;2)

-(5-3)

where is the density of quartz ( = 2.65 g/cm 3 )(19;1--109),

A is the area of the crystal wafer exposed to the evaporant,

and dm is the amount of additional mass added to the quartz.

If Eq. (52) is differentiated with respect to t and use of

Eq. (53) is made, the result is (3;21, 1;2)
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Eq. (55) shows that the change in frequency experienced by

the crystal is directly proportional to the amount of mass ad-

ded to it. This relationship will hold for a thin film of any

material deposited onto the quartz surface, provided that the

mass dm is small. (3;21, 1;2) This is true because, since the

quartz surfaces remain antinodes, the change in the frequency

of oscillation is due only to the mass added to it, as the

elastic constants of the evaporant material do not affect the

crystal frequency (i.e., there is no elastic deformation en-

ergy stored by the film during oscillation).(3;21, 19;1--108,

1;2) This is the basis for using the oscillating quartz crys-

tal as a film thickness monitor. The frequency of the crystal

will change not as a result of its own thickness changing, but

as a result of a change in thickness due to an equivalent mass

of evaporant, dm, being added to its surface.
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The quartz crystals most often used for thickness moni-

toring are circular or square wafers 13-14 mm wide. (19;1--111)

Even though the change in pressure during pumpdown can affect

the damping of the crystal oscillator, pressure variations,

such as from 10-4 to 10-6 torr or those occurring during dep-

osition of the material, will be small enough that their effect

on frequency changes will be negligible if the measurements

are performed in the vacuum system. (3;24, 1;3) This allows

the monitor to be used in high vacuum systems.

The crystals are mounted in holders that maintain elec-

trical contact between the crystal and its electrodes and

also protect the crystals against position changes due to

mechanical shocks while allowing for easy removal and replace-

ment. (19;1--111, 1;3) Even though AT-cut crystals have a

WO small temperature coefficient of frequency over a fairly wide

range, the frequency can still be affected greatly by heat

received from the evaporation source and from the heat of con-

densation of the evaporant. (3;24, 19;1--112) To reduce this

effect, the holder for the quartz crystal is usually water-

cooled. (see Figure 17)

The area of the crystal surface exposed to the vapor

stream is still vulnerable to the effects of temperature even

with a water-cooled holder, and Behrndt (3;25) suggests a way

to minimize this effect. A mechanical shutter of some sort

can be used to cover the substrate and prevent deposition onto

the substrate while the material is heated to its evaporation

temperature. At the same time, since it is not shuttered, the

quartz crystal will feel some rise in temperature due to the
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source. As the evaporation temperature is attained, opening

of the shutter can be delayed for about a minute or so to

allow the crystal temperature to stabilize. In this manner,

the crystal has already undergone its frequency change due

to temperature and is nearly at thermal equilibrium when the

shutter is opened. The mass measurement will then not be af-

fected by temperature if the change in frequency is recorded

between the opening and closing of the shutter.

All that is necessary to employ a quartz crystal monitor

in a thin film coating plant is an oscillator circuit to drive

the crystal and a frequency meter to indicate output. (3;25,

19;1--112) More commonly, the frequency of the monitor crystal

is mixed with the frequency of a constant reference oscillator

to provide a difference frequency which changes as the moni-

tor frequency changes. (3;25, 19;1--112)
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For determination of deposition rate, two approaches are

used depending on the type of monitor system employed. (19;1--

112-13) For a digital system, the frequency output can be dis-

played on a printer and rate obtained by manually or automatic-

ally comparing the difference between adjacent readings, as

the measurements would be taken at fixed time intervals. If

analog equipment is used, the meter needle deflection is con-

verted to a dc signal that is displayed on a strip chart re-

corder, where the rate is obtained by observing the slope of

the plot.

Automatic control of the deposition can be achieved by

allowing the monitor system to activate a relay which will

shutter the substrate and turn off power to the source when

the desired thickness is obtained. (19;1--113) The monitor

system can also be a part of a feedback loop so that a con-

stant deposition rate can be maintained, if desired. (3;26)

It should be remembered that the thickness determined by

a quartz crystal monitor is the film's physical thickness.

To obtain optical thickness, a more desired quantity, the

physical thickness must be multiplied by the deposit's index

of refraction. Thus,a precise knowledge of this value and the

value for the material's density, which must be used to ob-

tain physical thickness from the mass measured by the moni-

tor, must be obtained. This is not always easy, since the

density and index of the film may depart from the values given '*.1*

for the bulk material, as indicated in the previous chapter.
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B. Sensitivity and Accuracy

The "sensitivity for mass determinations" (3;22, 1;2) of

the quartz crystal oscillator is obtained from Eq. (55) as:

f a N' 2)6

N1? N'9 ( 5 (

where fo represents the frequency of the crystal at the be-

ginning of deposition. Since N' and are constant, Cf

varies only as the square of the starting frequency. A few

values of Cfo for various frequencies fo are given in Table I.

(3;22)

Table I

Sensitivity for some Specific Starting Frequencies

fo (Hz) f o (Hz-cm /g) d- (g/cm2 )

1 x 106 2.26 x lo6  4.42 x 10 - 7

2.5 x 106 1.41 x 107 7.09 x 108

5 x 106  5.63 x 107 1.77 x 108
1 x 107 2.26 x 108 4.42 x 10 9

Column 3 of Table I shows, from the use of Eq. (55), how

much mass would need to be added to the crystal's surface to

obtain a frequency change of 1 Hz. This is also an indication

of the sensitivity of the crystal, and it can be seen that

the sensitivity is high enough to measure the weight of mono-

atomic layers of metals (for example, for close-packed atoms,

a monolayer of Fe weighs 1.5 x 10 .7 g/cm 2 )(1;2)
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Equation (56) suggests, then, considering only sensitiv-

ity, that high-frequency crystals with thickness as small as

is permitted by their fragility should be used for maximum

performance, obtained as a larger frequency change per mass

per unit area of evaporant deposited. (19;1--109) This, as

will be seen later, is not always the case.

The accuracy of the quartz crystal monitor in thickness

determinations depends on the stability of the oscillator cir-

cuit which in turn affects how sensitive the oscillator will

be to changes in mass. Usually, the stability is around 10 to

100 Hz/hr, leading to a sensitivity limit of 10- 7 to 10- 6

g/cm 2 which will result in an accuracy for thickness and rate

control of approximately t 2%. (19;1--113)

C. Long Term Operation and Linearity

The relationship between mass deposited and resulting

frequency change in Eq.(55) is only linear if the factor Cfo,

described by Eq. (56), is a constant. This will occur for

changes in frequency df that are small compared to the start-

ing frequency fo so that fkfo and the approximation made in

Eq. (56) is valid. However, the basic operating principle of

the quartz crystal monitor relies on a changing frequency f

to detect mass deposited on its surface. Any assumption that , "..

Cfo is a constant will therefore contain some error, as f

must change with change in mass. The crystal frequency f is

related to the starting frequency fo by f = fo - df (3;23, 2;

623) where df is the measured change in frequency during the

" deposition. Using this relationship, then, approximately
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= (67)

where the df2 term has been neglected. Substitution of Eq. (57)

into (55) gives

NI a ai)cLvn

where C now is a constant dependent on the crystal itself and

rqual to 1/N'e A. (2;623)

Equation (58) now indicates that there is no longer a

-* linear relationship between the mass deposited on the crystal

and the resulting change in frequency. As can be seen, for

cases of large layer thicknesses or continued long term use

of the same oscillator crystal, there will be an increasing

deviation of the relationship between dm and df from the lin-

ear relationship in Eq.(55) as df becomes larger with increas-

ed loading of the crystal. (3;23, 2;623)

If a deviation from linearity of 1% is set as a limit

to where the region that approximates linear response ends,

then the maximum permissible df that can occur before linear-

ity can no longer be assumed without errors becoming signif-

icant is about 0.5% of the starting frequency. (3;23) Column "

2 of Table II gives the permitted frequency shifts df that

would produce a 1% deviation from linearity for the same start-

ing frequencies used in Table I. (3;22)
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Table II

Permitted Frequency Shifts for Some Specified
Starting Frequencies

fo (Hz) (df)p (=0.5%f o) (Hz) 2p .99fg2

0_ _ _ ___D _ __0 _ 0

1 x 5 x 103  2.23 x 10- 3

2..5 x 1061.25 x 10 4 8.83 x 104

5 x 106  2.5 x 104  4.41 x 10- 4

Sx 107  5 x 104  2.23 x 10 4

As shown in the table, the maximum frequency shift allow-

able increases for increasing starting frequency. However,

since higher frequencies increase the sensitivity as was seen

from Eq. (56), smaller masses deposited will be responsible

for these larger frequency shifts. This can be seen in column

3 of the table, which shows the masses corresponding to the

frequency shifts indicated in column 2.

The above observation and the apparent conclusion favor-

ing high frequency (or thin) crystals in the interest of great-

er sensitivity drawn from Eq. (56) lead to a necessary com-

promise between the amount of sensitivity required and the

maximum amount of mass that can be deposited before the res-

ponse is no longer linear. Crystals that are high frequency

or very thin (or both) will have a higher sensitivity and a

greater permissible df, but will only be able to measure

small mass loads before the response becomes non-linear.

Thicker, or lower frequency, crystals will be able to handle
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a higher mass loading and be able to be used for longer per-

iods of time sInce the mass deposited will cause smaller fre-

quency shifts. These smaller shifts mean that it will take

longer to reach its reduced permissible df (compared to high-

er frequency crystals), but only because it is much less sen-

sitive. Therefore, if thinner films are to be deposited, a

high sensitivity and a high frequency are desirable; if thick-

er films will be made, or if the crystal must be used for a

long period of time, then its response should deviate from

linearity as late as possible, requiring thicker crystals of

low frequency. (1;2) The crystal type most often chosen as

a compromise between the two extremes is a 5 to 6 MHz crystal

of about .3 mm thickness. (19;1--110)

The maximum permissible df does not indicate a point at

which use of the quartz crystal monitor must be stopped, it

only serves as a caution that increasing errors may be exper-

ienced if linearity is assumed beyond this range. Once the

maximum df has been attained, the deposits can be etched off

the surface and the crystal reused, but it may be more eco-

nomical and simpler to use a fresh crystal. (3;23)

A further caution about venturing beyond the maximum

permissible df can be made concerning the operation of the

crystal itself. As the thickness of the deposit becomes no

longer small compared to the thickness of the crystal, ac-

companied by a larger df, the elastic components of the mat-

erial deposited become important, and elastic energy can be

stored by the deposit affecting the vibration characteristics

of the crystal. (3;23, 19;1--111) Vibration in modes other
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than the thickness-shear mode can occur and even become pre-

ferable to the fundamental mode. When this occurs, there may

be significant "jumps" in the frequency of the crystal, or it

may stop oscillating entirely. (3;23, 19:1--111) These con-

ditions, however, do not limit the use of the quartz crystal

as a thickness monitor, for they usually occur after several

thousand angstroms or even several micrometers of material

have been deposited. (3;23)

D. Optimum Usage of Quartz Crystal Oscillators

In consideration of the theory, characteristics, and

limitations of the operation and use of quartz crystal oscil-

lators for thin film thickness monitoring, Riegert presents

some practices and procedures that should be followed to en-

hance the performance of the quartz crystal monitoring sys-

tem. (21;527-30) The areas that can cause the most problems

with the operation of quartz crystals are thermal, mechan-

ical, and electrical.

Since the temperature coefficient of frequency is near

zero in only a small temperature range for a particular cut

of the crystal, it is necessary to guard against temperature

drifts which may affect the frequency of the crystal's osc-

illation. Riegert suggests that the crystal should be oper-

ated at a temperature below 1200C for maximum reliability.

(21;527) Otherwise, thermal effects will cause expansion of

the Si and 0 bonds in the quartz, leading to possible oscil-

lation in unwanted modes or directions, or even induced jumps

" in the crystal's frequency. Thermal effects on the crystal
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can be reduced by mounting the crystal on a copper block that

will serve as a heat sink and store energy away from the crys-

tal, water cooling the crystal holder, or optically shielding

the crystal from some of the energy emitted by the source.

(21;528) Also, the procedure described by Behrndt in section

A, using a mechanical shutter over the substrate to allow the

the crystal to come to thermal equilibrium before use, can be

employed.

Mechanical effects, such as the effect on linearity of

the crystal's response under long term use or loading has

been discussed in the previous section. A heavily loaded crys-

tal may eventually fail to operate. The obvious solution here

is to replace it with a fresh crystal to insure reliable mea-

surements.

Harmful electrical effects on the crystal oscillator may

result if high enough amounts of stray charge build up on the

crystal surface from sources such as a faulty electron gun,

glow discharges, sputtering sources, and rf induction equip-

ment. Component failure in the crystal oscillator or the ref-

erence oscillator may result if steps are not taken to collect

stray charges or shield the crystal from them. (21;529) Final-

ly, to isolate the rf signal of the crystal oscillator and

protect against high frequency loss in the electrical signal,

cabling internal to the vacuum system should be no more than

3 ft in length, or less, if possible. The external cable should

be coaxial to prevent unshielded single wires acting as an-

- tennae for external rf, such as local fm radio stations. (21;

529-30)
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VI Experimental Arrangement %

Based on the theory of operation discussed for both the

optical monitor and the quartz crystal monitor, equipment and

apparatus were obtained for the employment of both of these

monitoring methods in the thin film evaporation plant des-

cribed in Chapter III. This chapter will describe the arrange-

ment and use of the components of both of these systems.

A block diagram showing the path and major components

of the optical monitoring system is presented in Figure 18.

.-
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Fig. 18 Optical Monitoring System

The light source should, for maximum flexibility, be white

light. Then, in order to choose a specific monitor wavelength

determined by the purpose of the film to be produced, all

that is necessary is the correct narrow-band filter in front

of the detector. A laser may be used for a monochromatic source,

but this limits the monitor wavelength to that of the laser.
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Any other wavelength desired requires the use of a different

laser.

If a white light source is used, it must also be collima-

ted to enable most of the light's intensity to pass through

the system. In this system, a General Electric tungsten fila-

ment projector bulb (6V, 3.5 A giving about 21 watts) was used

as the source. To collimate the light, a 150 mm focal length

lens was placed 55.5 cm from the source, producing an image

of the filament 20.5 cm from the lens. At this focal point,

a variable aperture adjusted to its smallest size of 1.2 mm

diameter was placed to serve as a point source of white light.

Fifteen centimeters from the point source, another 150 mm fo-

cal length lens was placed to provide a collimated white light

beam of about 3 cm diameter.

For the use of a laser light source, a Melles Griot mo-

del 05 LLP 805 .5 mW (4 2%) He-Ne laser provided light at

632.8 nm in a beam of .59 mm diameter with divergence (1/e2)

of 1.3 mrad. (20) Collimation was not used for this source.

The source light beam then passed through an EG&G Prin-

ceton Applied Research model 192 Variable Frequency Light

Chopper set at 80 Hz. The light is chopped at a known fre-

quency before it enters the system so that it can be discrim-

inated from other sources of light such as ion gauge or elec- -

tron gun filaments that may affect the measured signal.

After chopping, the light is directed by a neutral den-

sity filter of OD 3 (T = 1/1000) acting as a fold mirror so

that it will ideally pass vertically through the chamber along

its axis, where the monitor substrate it located. The light
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will then be incident on the substrate normally, which is thePd

condition described in Chapter IV on optical monitoring. The

geometry of the vacuum chamber did not allow this ideal con-

dition exactly, but what was obtained was close to that de-

sired. The beam's path through the chamber is shown in Figure

19.
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Fig. 9 OptcalPthThoughyste
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path (the center line, or axis) is determined to be 1.980.

The monitor wavelength will be shifted to a slightly longer
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wavelength dependent on the cosine of the angle of incidence:

2'= 2:. -

Cos 0eql

S(.000o)X (59)

where ,, is the effective monitoring wavelength.

After exiting the top viewing port of the vacuum chamber,

the light beam is directed by a mirror to the narrow band

filter/detector combination located on a table top surface

mounted to the top of the equipment rack of the VI-360 vac-

uum system. Two narrow band filters were available for use

with the white light source. These were located at 628.4 nm

and 530.0 nm, both having linewidths of about 10.0 nm and

transmission at their peak wavelengths of 23% and 20.7% res-

pectively, determined using the profiles obtained with a Per-

kin Elmer model 350 Spectrophotometer. The detector was an

EG&G Electro-optics FND-100 silicon photodiode. It is useful

in the 300 - 1100 nm wavelength range, with a responsivity of

.62 A/w at 900 nm, its peak. (6)

The modulated ac signal received by the detector is then

sent to a Keithley Instruments model 840 Autoloc Amplifier.

Here, the 80 Hz signal is separated from that of other, un-

wanted sources, demodulated, and amplified to a + 10 Vdc

output which is displayed on a Ballantine 1066S Oscilloscope.

The change in signal magnitude is tracked and recorded on an

E.H. Sargent & Co. model SR chart recorder.
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The use of the strip chart recorder to display the out-

put transmittance or reflectance signal is recommended, (16;

238) rather than observing the motion of an analog needle, in

order to obtain increased accuracy using the turning value

method of thickness monitoring. The eye will tend to smooth

out the curve and extrapolate ahead, making it easier to de-

termine the turning points. Using this method, the operator,

with some practice, should be able to terminate the layers

within 5-10 percent of the turning point on the monitor sub-

strate, depending on the film's index. (16;238) The actual

accuracy in thickness and reflectance will then depend on the

over- or undershoot in the manner described earlier.

The sensor used in the quartz crystal monitoring system

is the Sloan Instruments Corp. number 103-850 Quartz Crystal

Sensor Head. It is a stainless steel housing consisting of an

oscillator head and a cap which holds the crystal and main-

tains the crystal's contact with the signal connectors on the

oscillator housing. The quartz crystal is a Sloan 103-872 5-

MHz crystal of 1.2 cm diameter and .35 mm thickness. The sen-

sing unit is mounted inside the vacuum chamber, adjacent to

the center substrate holder location (see Figure 5), so that

the sensor head is oriented vertically and the crystal surface

exposed to the vapor stream is at the same height as the sub-

strate surface. The sensor head is connected by coaxial cable

to a Sloan DTM-3 deposit thickness monitor that displays a

difference frequency between the crystal oscillator frequency

and that of the variable frequency reference oscillator.
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As the deposition proceeds, the difference between the

crystal oscillator and the reference, initially at zero, will

increase. The change in frequency can be related to the thick-

ness t deposited of material of bulk density by starting

with Eq. (55) of Chapter V:

The mass of film deposited can be expressed as

cLm=i +A94

and upon substitution into Eq. (60),A f becomes -..

Solving for the film thickness, this becomes

N'[%

Using the values given earlier, N' = 1670 kHz-mm, 2.65

g/cm, and f = 5 x 10 Hz, the expression is

± - - '/ x I "  ...-
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VII Results

The quartz crystal monitoring system was used as describ-

ed in the previous chapter, and the original optical monitor

was to employ the white light source and the 628.4 nm narrow

band filter. After the light source, collimation optics, chop-

per, detector, amplifier and recorder were installed on the

system and aligned, a test was run to see how the system res-

ponded when a graded, neutral density filter was placed in

the beam before the detector and rotated at a rate of .5 rpm.

The neutral density filter varied from .014 (T=96.8%) to 1.5

(T=3.1%) and the response of the system is shown in the record-

er trace of Figure 20. From this trace, the rapidly varying

portion of the signal with the appearance of noise was deter-

mined, by comparison, to be about 10-12% of the maximum sig-

nal indicated by the trace. The reason for the magnitude of

this "noise" or its origin were not known.

The narrow band filter was next inserted to observe its

effect and since its transmittance is only about 23% at its

peak wavelength, the resulting signal to the detector was

considered too small (-'.5V on the 1-10V amplifier output) to

be useful in detecting accurately the turning points encount-

ered during deposition. This led to the use of the He-Ne laser

at 632.8 nm for the light source and monitoring wavelength

of the optical monitoring system. The resulting recorder trace

of a similar test using this light source and the variable

neutral density filter is shown in Figure 21.
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After the monitoring system was finalized, MgF2 was sel-

ected to be evaporated using the electron gun source. MgF2

has a density of 3.148 g/cm3 and an index of refraction of

1.38. (10) The electron gun was modified with four 4.5 cm rods

made from steel (non-stainless) nails to act as keeper bar

shunts when placed across the crucible divider walls on the

side of the gun opposite the filament to modify the magnetic

field enough to cause the electron beam to fall properly in

the center of the crucible. This modification was necessary

due to suspected magnetic field strength change possibly due

to the age of the device.

Using Eq. (64) for the relationship between thickness and

frequency change in the quartz crystal monitor, the desired

frequency change was determined for the deposition of a quar-

ter wave of MgF2 at 'X = 632.8 nm. This value was determined

to be 2.04 kHz when an f of 5 MHz is assumed.

The change in transmittance expected to be recorded by

the optical monitoring system was calculated to run from 92%

for the bare substrate to 94.6% after the first quarter wave,

92% again after a half wave, and then ideally alternate in a

sinusoidal pattern between 94.6% and 92% for each additional

quarter wave deposited.

MgF2 was evaporated by the electron gun until the desired

frequency change was recorded by the quartz crystal frequency

meter, indicating that a quarter wave had been deposited. This

was accomplished, satisfying questions as to whether the shal-

low crucible of the electron gun would hold enough material

" to deposit a quarter wave. The "noise" observed on the recorder
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trace, as mentioned earlier, was now about 3% of the total

amplitude on the average, which would make determination of

a change in transmittance from 92% to 94.6% nearly impossible.

There was a steady drift noted in the output of the recorder,

and correction for this at the end of the run where the det-

ector was turned off indicated that the signal at the point

where the quartz monitor recorded a quarter wave was about

99% of its original value. It was then decided that another

material of higher index than that of glass be used to obtain

a greater range in transmittance between successive turning

values. r

The high index material chosen to be evaporated was TiO 2.

It has an index of 2.58 and a density of 4.17 g/cm 3 . (7;B-159)

Its transmittance will range from 92% for the bare substrate,

to 56% after a quarter wave, to 92% for a half wave, and then

alternate ideally between 56% and 92% thereafter. Eq. (64)

predicts a frequency change of 1.44 kHz for the deposition of

a quarter wave to be accomplished.

During the deposition of the TiO2, the optical signal

"noise" level was estimated to be around 1%, possibly due to

better alignment of the laser beam through the system (the

mirror located on top of the chamber must be removed and then

realigned each time the chamber is opened). As the quartz

crystal monitor reached the expected frequency change indic-

ative of the deposition of a quarter wave layer, it was evi-

dent that the optical monitor was nearing a turning value.
'q

The peak of this point was observed when the frequency meter
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indicated 2100 Hz. The recorder trace produced during this

deposition run is shown in Figure 22.

From the trace it was seen that there was still a drift

in the recorder output which, for the analysis of the results

obtained, was assumed to be constant with time. The several

large spikes appearing just before the first turning value

were most likely due to arcing that was observed to occur per-

iodically between the electrodes that supply power to the el-

ectron gun. After the first turning point was reached, it ap-

peared that several turning points were produced in rapid suc-

cession accompanied by a rapid increase in the difference fre-

quency displayed by the crystal monitor. Unfortunately, the

rapidity of these events and the physical distance between

frequency meter and chart recorder were such that frequency

readings for these peaks were not obtained. The several sharp

turning points after the quarter wave turning point are unex-

plainable and believed not to be actual turning points. The

spike immediately following these points is again probably

due to another arc occurring. The smoother turning points

following this resemble the first one and may be additional

actual turning points, indicating that as many as five quarter

waves may have been deposited before the high voltage was turn-

ed off.

Only the turning point for the first quarter wave layer

was analyzed to determine how well the measured values approach-

ed the calculated predictions. Taking the drift of the record-

er into account, it was determined that the peak of the turn-

ing point represented a signal that was 86.9% of the original
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signal. Since the original signal was assumed to represent

the 92% transmittance for the bare substrate, the transmit-

tance of the turning point was determined to be approximate-

ly equal to 80%.

From the values obtained from the TiO 2 deposition run,

it was clear that the expected quartz crystal frequency

change and the optical transmittance were not the values pre-

dicted by the calculations. If Eq. (64) is used and 2100 Hz

is substituted for the expected change in frequency, solving

for the constant gives a value of 1.22 instead of 1.77. This

may suggest a slightly different value for N', which would be

so if a crystal cut other than AT was used for these crystals,

since the AT-cut was assumed here. If, in fact, 2100 Hz is the

correct value, rather than 1440 Hz, and the value for N' is

WO also correct, then solving Eq. (64) for the thickness gives

a value of 89.137 nm. If this value is then used with the

optical thickness for a quarter wave layer at 623.8 nm, then

the index of refraction would have to be equal to 1.77. This

value seems too low, even if decomposition of the TiO 2 is con-

sidered to have occurred during evaporation. It should be no-

ted that a material of index 1.87 would result in a transmis-

sion of 80%, the value obtained experimentally.

A second deposition run with TiO 2 produced features on

the optical monitor output trace that resembled turning points,

but not in the manner expected. At the point where the desir-

ed frequency change in the quartz crystal was reached, no

_obvious turning points were noted. In fact, no recorder mo-

tions even resembling turning points were noticed until much
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later. While the response of the system at these points is

of the shape expected for turning points, the number that were

produced made it hard to believe that several quarter wave

layers could have been deposited. Evidence to the contrary,

though, was that there was still unevaporated material left

in the crucible at the end of the deposition run. The delay

in the appearance of these apparent turning points could be .

due to a lag in the response of the detector, but this seems

unlikely and would not support the results of the first run,

which were much closer to the response expected. From this

second run, it can only be said that the optical system ap-

pears to be responding as it should during the deposition of

successive quarter wave layers, but the great difference in

the results of the two deposition attempts are unexplainable.
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VIII Conclusion and Recommendations

This investigation was designed to produce a thin film

coating plant that employed thickness monitoring techniques

for control of the deposition process. The basic objective

has been accomplished. The vacuum system was fitted with the

equipment necessary to mount substrates, evaporate sources,

and monitor the thickness of the deposit during the process.

Thickness monitoring using the optical technique of turning

value monitoring and using a quartz crystal oscillator was

performed to demonstrate the response of both systems as a

film was deposited on a substrate; however, the monitoring

systems were not calibrated and their separate outputs were

not able to be correlated to each other. Ideally, the two sys-

tems, working independently, should have indicated the deposi-

tion of a quarter wave layer at the same time. This condition

was not achieved and the apparent indication of a quarter wave

layer by the two systems, while both responded in the manner

expected, did not occur at the point predicted by theory. As

the optical system measured optical thickness, and the quartz

crystal measured physical thickness, related to each other by

the film's index of refraction which was most likely different

than the bulk properties assumed, there was no way to correl-

ate the results without further testing or to pinpoint which

of the systems was in error.

The results obtained indicate that the basic design of

the system and the operation of the various equipment invol-

ved i3 such that the monitoring systems were able to apparently
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respond properly, but not to the extent that reliable coatings

could be made. As time was limited to demonstrate a workable

system, and from the experience of assembling the plant's var-

ious components, a number of recommendations can be made for

improvement or continued use of the present system.

Concerning the white light version of the optical monit-

or, its effective use requires a more intense light source as

a starting point. 600 W Quartzene lamps were located late in

the project that may be useful, however, a housing to hold the

bulb and provide electrodes for its power along with a fan for

cooling would need to be designed and built. A complete set of

narrow band filters must also be obtained to give the system

the desired flexibility of choice in monitoring wavelength.

An improved chart recorder with no drift may also prove nec-

essary. If these components cannot be provided separately, it

may be required to purchase a commercial optical monitor pack-

age.

The sensor heads for the quartz crystal monitoring system

owned by the department should either be repaired or replaced,

as the one used in the final system was loaned by a source

outside of AFIT. Should this not be possible, a new quartz

crystal system would need to be obtained. The system eventual-

ly put into use should be calibrated for the various materials

that may in the future be used to produce coatings.

The evaporation source, the electron gun, should have its

magnet restored, replaced with one of the proper strength, or

a new gun obtained. Documentation concerning the replacement
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of filaments and the focusing of the beam should be included

in particular. A variety of coating grade, or high purity,

materials should be purchased in order to be able to make

coatings for various requirements.

Further test depositions should be conducted using both

monitoring systems so that correlations can be made between

the output produced by these systems in order to provide more

reliable and dependable results. Separate deposition runs

should be made with monitoring using only one system at a time

and then the results tested using a physical thickness measure-

ment process or some other post-deposition thickness measure-

ment. The results may show which of the systems is producing

more reliable results, or indicate sources of error.

Obtaining and maintaining in proper working condition

the equipment mentioned in these recommendations will help

improve the utility and versatility of a thin film coating

plant that can become an important apparatus in future research

and instructional projects.
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Appendix

Derivation of the Characteristic Matrix
for a Thin Film

The following derivation is an adaptation of the one pre-

sented by Macleod (16;17-18)

For normal incidence onto a thin film on the surface of

a substrate, the situation is as illustrated in Figure 23.

No

N" s~s~ra&.. Na L..

Fig. 23 Interaction of Radiation with
Film-Substrate Combination

In the following, waves in the direction of the incident

wave will be termed positive-going, and waves in the opposite

direction will be termed negative-going. (16;12) There are

two waves in the incident medium: one positive-going incident

wave and one negative-going reflected wave. In the film there

is a positive-going transmitted wave and a negative-going wave

reflected from the boundary with the substrate. The substrate

only contains a positive-going transmitted wave. Each of the

waves consist of a magnetic component H and an electric com-

.-. ponent E, with the boundary condition that the tangential
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components of E and H across any boundary be continuous.
At the film-substrate boundary,

at 11 ir N Kx +N

E.; +

where the subscripts t, i, and r represent transmitted, inci-

dent, and reflected waves, respectively.

If

then, using Eq. (65),

:x

to'JI''U, k x F- kxE-

Thus,

Similarly,

~~~a(Fx E+,. H , (

The waves and are illustrated traversing the film

thickness in Figure 24.
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Fig. 241 and Ewaves within the
Film Thickness

In traversing the film's thickness, the waves suffer a phase

shift of

such that

H t e 8
IA.

and

At the incident medium-film interface, then,

~~ ~(70) x~

=Ee + e
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n'o

£S,

+ NoMn (106) .-

Also, "

+~d (7a) )

- %

Lsn+ H el

N, X f' e + zXLE

Alsos + =N .+'

H= COS,-S + N[ ( )

" + N NKF-,) -se-:

= " ,osS + N, (k.x,)i.sivtS (73) .-

Writing this in matrix for'm gives:

[~o]= Cos& kx~ X F4J

U sin~ C~OSS(4

Since the boundary condition states that the tangential

components of E and H are continuous across the boundaries,
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E and H2 can be substituted for E and H1 to relate the waves .

at the interface with the incident medium to the waves trans-

mitted through the film-substrate interface into the substrate.

The matrix

Co rs osNI;L m . 0OS ,S .,

is known as the characteristic matrix of the thin film.
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